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❏ Response to Intervention (RTI): A 
Multi-tiered System of Support (MTSS) 
model that uses data to determine what 
level of support an individual students 
needs and if the provided support is being 
effective 

Introduction of RTI/MTSS
➢ Reauthorization of Individuals with Disabilities Education Act 

(IDEA) in 2004 mandated the adoption of a more systematic, 
data-driven approach to identifying students for SpEd



❏ One of the most effective 
practices for improving 
student outcomes

❏ At its core, it’s a data-driven, 
collaborative, systematic,  
problem-solving framework 
for decision making

Effectiveness of 
RTI/MTSS



❏ Evidence-based core instruction

❏ Screening for at-risk students

❏ Support plans based on level of need

❏ Continual progress monitoring

❏ Adjustment of support plan based on 
student response

Problem-solving MTSS Framework



Data agnostic… but data opinionated 
➢ Not all progress monitoring assessments are created equal

❏ 5 of the 7 most effective 
BrM districts are using 
aimswebPlus

❏ Quality PM assessments 
give educators the data 
necessary to adjust their 
intervention approach



A fifth-grade student who was…
•Benchmarked
•Received intervention
•Progress monitored
•and succeeded!

The story of David



David’s fall benchmark score of 16 
was in the below average range 
and at the 12th percentile 
compared to other 5th grade 
students at the same time of year. 
His teacher has observed that his 
skills are slightly below the rest of 
the class.

Benchmark



David’s teacher decided begin 
using assisted cloze 
intervention as an instructional 
and intervention method to 
improve his reading skills.

Intervention



David’s teacher is using the 
aimswebPlus Oral Reading 
Fluency measure one time per 
week to measure his progress 
toward his goal.  The goal is set to 
the average range. 

Progress monitoring begins



David is making great progress toward his 
goal. He is growing by 2.25 points per week 
and has met 86% of his goal. His teacher 
observes that he is improving his reading 
skills in his daily work. At this rate he will 
reach his goal early!

Evaluate monitoring data



David met his progress 
monitoring goal early 
and is now performing 
in the average range 
compared to his peers. 
He no longer needs 
supplemental 
instruction and 
support!  His teachers 
will make sure that he 
maintains performance 
and progress through 
benchmarking. 

A success story!



Has assessments for early literacy, early 
numeracy, reading, math, and writing.

Used for benchmarking, monitoring, and 
survey level assessment.

Results link well to instructional 
planning.

Essential component of an RTI/MTSS 
model.

What is aimswebPlus?



Features of aimswebPlus



The Science of Progress Monitoring



Only needed for students who have 
at-risk skill levels

Goals are set based on individual needs 

Monitor on- or off-grade level

Administer monitoring measures up to 
once per week

Progress Monitoring in aimswebPlus



Curriculum Based Measures



aimswebPlus Monitoring Measures



aimswebPlus Spanish Measures



Monitoring Summary



Visual analysis of data trends

Expected goal and rate of improvement

Current trend and intervention trend 
rate of improvement

Intervention documentation

Individual Monitoring 
Report



Need to make a change?  Make 
adjustments based on your 
student’s data.

➔ New or adapted intervention
➔ Longer/shorter duration
➔ Frequency of data collection
➔ Goal score/percentile

Flexible Progress Monitoring 
based on Data

Trendline vs. aimline analysis

Compare Expected ROI to
● Trend ROI
● Intervention Trend ROI

Projected trend, score, and goal 
feedback



❏ Use data to ID who needs support

❏ Find evidence-based interventions 

❏ Create academic/behavior/sel  plans 
guided by best practices

❏ Monitor implementation and progress 

❏ Streamline communication across 
colleagues and families

Branching Minds Web Application
➢ Streamline and scaffold MTSS practice



Use screening 
data to identify 

students in 
need of support



Communicate 
student support 

levels to all 
teachers 



Comprehensive 
Student 
Overview



Drill Down to Understand Student Needs



Find best 
evidence-

based support 
for each 
learner



Understand 
best-practice 

implementation



Create a Plan



Keep track of and document work



Pull together all data for Problem-solving



Communicate next steps to educators and family



 Check us out at:

Before you go... Sign up to the Branching Minds 
resources digest bit.ly/BRMsignup

Follow Branching Minds on Twitter 
@BranchingMinds

Like Branching Minds on Facebook 
facebook.com/branchingminds/

www.aimsweb.com www.BranchingMinds.com

http://www.branchingminds.com


Contact an Assessment Consultant

aimsweb.com



Free trial of aimswebPlus!




